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In our view, generative design is a broad and holistic design methodology. It includes all goal-
driven and computational approaches to engineering that use software to generate geometry 
based on a set of logical operations and user-defined rules. 

In other words, generative design is a set of digital tools that augment your capabilities as 
an engineer and designer. These tools address the main engineering need for exploring 
efficiently and effectively the entire available design space. This enables you to converge 
quickly to the best possible solution that meets all design requirements — both technical and 
non-technical.

The intrinsic value of generative design is that it flips the traditional model of first creating 
then evaluating a geometry. Instead of asking, “does this shape meet my requirements?,” 
an engineer following a generative approach asks, “what is the shape that best meets my 
requirements?”

This means that generative design can be applied during every stage of the product 
development process: from early-stage concepts to the detailed design of a whole 
product line or manufacturing planning. It also means that its scope goes beyond topology 
optimization.

Generative Design 
Means Rapid Engineering 
Innovation

Generative design is currently attracting a lot 
of attention — but what is it exactly?

COVID-19 test swabs designed in nTop Platform. 

Multiple design variations were generated in a 

few minutes, 3D printed overnight, and tested 

experimentally to identify the optimal geometry.
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In the current industrial environment, engineering teams are under constant pressure 
to innovate faster and create products that outperform their competitors. In that sense, 
generative design is a tool that can help your business remain competitive and relevant. 

If used correctly, generative design can unlock: 

Rapid engineering innovation 
By automating manual design and verification steps, engineering tasks that used to  
take 5+ days can now be performed in a few hours

Higher-performance products 
Using a “first-principles” approach, algorithms can generate prevalidated and 
unbiased solutions that may not immediately be obvious to a human designer

Full utilization of manufacturing resources 
Tackling the complexities of additive and advanced manufacturing technologies 
unlocks a whole new design space

Going a step further, generative design aligns well with the “digital thread” initiatives. 
An effective generative engineering process promotes collaboration between 
different disciplines: engineering, design, and manufacturing. It also enables curious 
engineers to apply, document, and share with their team new and radical approaches to 
engineering that take full advantage of the now accessible computational power. 

So, if you want to innovate faster, generative design is the way to apply the latest 
technologies in your engineering product design processes.

Why should generative design be 
on your radar today?
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  The Current  
“ Black Box” Paradigm

Generative design is not a new idea. In fact, most “generative” tools available today are based 
on topology optimization, a simulation-driven approach first developed back in the ’80s.

Topology optimization and related approaches are powerful tools that can generate new 
design concepts that satisfy engineering and manufacturing goals. However, these concepts 
often require extensive remodeling, produce “surprising” results that require detailed 
validation, and can only be applied to a specific set of engineering problems — mostly 
structural and thermomechanical problems.

The generic “black box” generative design process seems to be: 1) specify objectives and 
constraints 2) wait for the algorithm to generate solutions, and 3) select the best option. Add 
in the phrase “artificial intelligence” somewhere and you have a very compelling vision of 
what engineering design could be. 

But, is that really how engineers work? In our experience, engineering is characterized by 
iterations and frequent change. It is much more complex than what can be captured by a 
simplistic three-step workflow. 

What is missing from the current paradigm of generative design tools is an element of 
predictability and repeatability; an element of control over both the produced geometry and 
the whole optimization workflow. After all, the best tools are the ones that you can modify to 
the specific needs of your application. 

Topology optimized bracket. The structure  

was generated using nTop Platform’s  

state-of-the-art generative tools that give you full 

control of the whole process. To further reduce 

its weight, a variable shelling operation driven by 

simulation results was used to hollow the part.
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nTop Platform is the only generative design solution today that gives engineers direct 
and predictable control over every aspect of the process and its outputs. Not only does it 
accelerate concept design, but also provides a platform for developing next-generation 
detailed design, simulation, and manufacturing workflows that can be deployed throughout 
your organization.

Our approach is different from the prevailing “black box” paradigm. Using nTop Platform, 
you can capture custom logic and unique design requirements in functional and fully 
customizable blocks. When and where each block gets used is entirely left up to the engineer. 

We intentionally make very few assumptions about your processes. Instead, we strive to give 
you the right tools that deliver the necessary precision and control. nTop Platform adapts to 
your engineering workflows — not the other way around. Our customers tell us that this is 
what they value most in our approach to generative design.

“ Most modeling environments are intended  
to document an engineering solution, not to 
create one. nTop Platform flips this, integrating 
mathematics and simulation to create a single 
environment with no geometry bottlenecks. 
nTop Platform allows engineers to fully utilize 
their computers to understand and solve  
hard problems.” 

– Carl Bass, Former CEO of Autodesk

Introducing  
nTop Platform

Control your workflows.  
Control your geometry. Own the process.
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Our generative engineering solution is built upon three main pillars:

Unbreakable Geometry that enables lightning-fast iterations and eliminates 
the bottlenecks of traditional modeling technologies

Reusable Workflows that are configurable, repeatable, re-executable, 
deterministic, automated, and shareable

Field-Driven Design that combines advanced geometry, simulations,  
and data into a single optimization workflow

nTop Platform can tackle the challenges during every step of the engineering 
product development cycle:

For concept design, tools like topology optimization and advanced 
lattice geometries can generate new preliminary designs that are refined 
downstream in CAD and CAE

For traditional iterative design, our breakthrough modeling engine delivers 
unprecedented reliability for repeatable and reusable design processes  
at scale

For high-performance design, optimized geometry is generated from the 
synthesis of analytic, simulated, and empirical data and your proprietary 
engineering knowledge

Automotive exhaust pipe reinforced with isogrid 

stiffening ribs. The density and thickness of the 

ribs were automatically adjusted to best conform 

to the curvature of this complex part.
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Unbreakable Geometry

So, what are some practical benefits of using implicit 
modeling for generative design?

Geometric complexity is no longer an issue 
Organic shapes, complex lattices, and other periodic structures, smooth blends, variable 
shelling, intricate perforation patterns, and specialized surface textures... These are some  
of the operations that other modeling software struggle with but can be described in  
nTop Platform using just a single block.

It is lightning fast 
Generating a structurally solid and usable intricate lattice is a task that takes greater than  
3 minutes in other design software but less than 0.3 seconds in nTop Platform. This enables 
you to create more design variations and test ideas 10x faster than with any other software 
on the market. Plus the average file size of nTop Platform’s native file format is orders of 
magnitude smaller than any other representation, enabling rapid sharing and collaboration.

It is extremely robust 
Design operations in nTop Platform never fail. Since there are no faces, edges, surfaces,  
or meshes, boolean operations, offsets, rounds, and drafts are guaranteed to always 
produce results. That’s why the math behind implicit modeling is ideally suited to tackle the 
complexities of advanced manufacturing and generative design.

It is compatible with your engineering processes 
Engineering data from different sources and software can be imported to nTop Platform, 
converted to an implicit model and used to generate new geometry. The reverse is also 
possible: as long as the selected data type can describe the complexity of your designs, you 
can export models in various engineering file formats to support downstream operations. 
This way nTop Platform fits seamlessly in any engineering software stack and augments the 
capabilities of your CAD, CAM, CAE, and PLM systems.

At the core of nTop Platform is  our unbreakable implicit modeling engine; 
a technology that nTopology pioneered for applications in mechanical 
engineering design. Implicit modeling is a unique and lightweight way 
of representing three-dimensional objects using  a single mathematical 
function to describe a solid body — both its external shape and its interior 
characteristics. 



CAD geometry

Advanced geometry

Optimized geometry

Validation meshes

Custom applications

Automated processes

Experimental measurements

Simulation results

Material properties

Engineering data

Unbreakable 
Geometry

Field-Driven 
Design

Repeatable 
Workflows

nTop Platform
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Like a rocket nozzle accelerates hot exhaust gases, nTop Platform speeds up the 
processing of product development data. Engineering data described in different formats 
are imported, converted into lightweight nTop geometry, manipulated using state of 
the art engineering techniques, and then exported to a relevant format for downstream 
operations or reused as inputs to new workflows.   
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But what exactly are workflows in nTop Platform?

nTop Workflows are design processes that consist of nTop Blocks and are documented in 
nTop Notebooks. nTop Blocks are the basic building elements used to describe simple and 
advanced design operation, including:

• State-of-the-art design analysis: Topology optimization, engineering simulations… 
• Advanced geometric features: Lattice structures, gyroids, surface textures… 
• Robust modeling operations: Offsetting, variable shelling, rounding, drafting… 
• Engineering knowledge: experimental data, analytic formulas, material data...
• Manufacturing pre-processing: Slicing, hatching, support generation… 

nTop Notebooks extend the concept of design trees used in traditional CAD software and 
greatly expand their capabilities. If design trees document the language of geometry, then 
nTop Notebooks describe the language of engineering.

Reusable Workflows

nTop Platform is the first engineering design software where built-in and 
user-created capabilities seamlessly merge into reusable workflows. 

In a sense, working in nTop Platform resembles more software development 
than using a traditional CAD system. Multiple stakeholders can collaborate 
to build scalable systems that concisely encapsulate engineering 
knowledge, manufacturing methodologies, and your in-house IP. These 
systems can then be deployed and reused throughout your organization.
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nTop Workflows are fully configurable.  
nTop Platform comes equipped with a set of built-in blocks that can tackle most engineering 
tasks. It also gives you the tools to build your own processes. These configurable, user-
defined workflows can be re-packaged as custom blocks and reused in other workflows.

nTop Workflows are repeatable and reusable.  
Typically every workflow has certain inputs and outputs. When re-executed with the same 
inputs, nTop workflows will always produce the same deterministic outputs. However, the 
same workflow can be reused unaltered when the inputs change drastically to produce new 
deterministic solutions.

Here are some practical examples of what you can achieve using nTop workflows:

Explore hundreds of design variations in minutes using scripts to alter loading 
conditions or key design parameters, such as lattice type, thickness, and material.

Create a continuously variable product line by automatically reconstructing a part 
based on input data while ensuring design traceability through automated reporting.

Reuse the same pre-validated operation that manipulates a complex lattice on 
totally different products with similar objectives so you don’t have to start over.

Orthopedic implant with a lattice structure that promotes 
osseointegration. A gradient was used to create a smooth transition 
between the highly porous lattice and the structurally-critical solid 
regions of the implant.
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Field-Driven Design

Every physical attribute can be described as a field; from simulation results 
and experimental data to the geometry of a solid body. nTop Platform gives 
engineers the unique capability to superimpose fields to create optimized 
structures in a generative design methodology dubbed Field-Driven Design.

Field-Driven Design leverages nTop Platform’s unbreakable geometry and 
repeatable workflows to directly generate parts that meet engineering 
requirements. For example, simulation results can be used to locally thicken 
a lattice structure or increase the thickness of shelling operation in areas 
where stresses are higher.

In a way, this is not very different from traditional topology optimization; material is added 
only where it is needed. However, there are some key differences:

Field-Driven Design results are pre-validated.  
Contrary to heuristic approaches like topology optimization that require detailed 
verification, the results of Field-Driven Design are derived directly from basic 
engineering principles and can be calibrated to pre-validated experimental data.

Field-Driven Design can be applied to multiphysics problems.  
Since the mathematic representation of fields is the same whether they represent 
geometry, stresses, temperature, or flow, Field-Driven Design can optimize structures 
to meet multiple design objectives in ways that are impossible with other tools.

Field-Driven Design takes advantage of existing engineering knowledge.  
Not only does Field-Driven Design enable you to incorporate simulation results to your 
design process, but also experimental data, manufacturing knowledge, and any other 
empirical tables, or analytic engineering models. This is a unique capability among 
generative design methodologies.

Cobra Aero completely re-imagined the air-cooled cylinder of 
their internal combustion UAV engine using Field-Driven Design. 
Instead of fins, they opted for a lattice structure for heat transfer. 
To optimize its performance they combined multiphysics 
simulations (temperature, air velocity, stresses, and pressure) 
 to spatially control the thickness and density of the lattice, while 
also meeting weight and DfAM requirements.
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With a diverse and unique toolset of generative design and automation 
capabilities, as well as an unbreakable geometry engine that can handle 
the complexities of advanced manufacturing, nTop Platform offers 
solutions to tackle the specific challenges of any industry.

Applications

Aerospace & Defense

Automotive

Medical

Consumer Products
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Whether your preferred lightweighting method is topology 
optimization, lattice or gyroid structures, perforation 
patterns, variable shelling, isogrid ribs, or a combination 
of the above, nTop Platform offers an extensive set of 
generative design tools for lightweighting optimization.

By leveraging geometric complexity at  the mesoscale 
level and the unique capabilities of nTop Platform, unique 
and tailored material properties can be architected that 
maximize part performance, such as high-stiffness 
sandwich structures.

Explore a myriad of structure variations for more efficient 
heat transfer, using nTop Platform’s unlimited control over 
geometry. Or set up your own re-executable workflows that 
use engineering equations to directly achieve your design 
requirements.

From advanced toolpath generation for Automated Fiber 
Placement, Additive Manufacturing, and other robotic 
processes to the automated design of aircraft fixturing and 
tooling, the generative capabilities of nTop Platform can 
improve the efficiency of manufacturing operations.

Lightweighting  
of structural elements

High-stiffness 
architected  
materials

Advanced heat 
exchangers

Optimize manufacturing 
operations

In aerospace and defense, performance matters. Generative design 
with nTop Platform not only enables structural lightweighting and 
multifunctional optimization but also unlocks the potential of advanced 
manufacturing technologies.

How Aerospace & Defense companies use nTop Platform:

Aerospace & Defense
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The U.S. Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) 
redesigned the structural elements of a CubeSat to reduce 
its weight by 50% and increase its stiffness by 20% using 
nTop Platform. Interestingly, Inconel 718 was used instead 
of aluminum, which has 3 times higher density. Its material 
properties were architected using a cell and lattice infill 
sandwich structure.

Learn more >

To design this helicopter oil cooler, the engineering 
team leveraged advanced geometric structures, tailored 
materials, and manufacturing knowledge to create a heat 
exchanger that is both optimized for heat transfer and 
structural integrity and can fit in the available space. Many 
variations of the heat exchanger geometry were generated 
and then evaluated against key performance requirements 
using detailed multiphysics simulations.

Learn more >

The engineers of a leading aerospace manufacturer used 
nTop Platform to streamline the build preparation steps  
for their Additive Manufacturing and other robotic systems. 
They created a workflow to automatically identify the part 
orientation that minimizes manufacturing costs. They also 
set up a process that generates custom supports and 
optimal toolpaths for each unique part. This process was 
controlled by geometric, analytic, and simulated data  
to meet strict performance and quality requirements.

Learn more >

Application: CubeSat

Application: Heat Exchanger

Application: Build Preparation

Generative Design13 Applications

Aerospace & Defense Applications:  
Industry Use Cases
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By leveraging nTop Platform’s state-of-the-art topology 
optimization tools, combined with advanced geometric 
operations, like variable shelling, and automated 
smoothening functions, lightweight designs are created  
to promote both primary and secondary mass savings.

Advanced lattice structures can fundamentally alter 
the behavior of a material. For example, they improve 
passenger safety by defining the way a structure collapses 
during a car crash. Or they enable the mass customization 
of foam replacements for extra comfort.

With nTop Platform’s advanced geometric control  
and automated workflows, you can rapidly design and 
experiment with multiple specialized surface texture 
variations and other cosmetic or ergonomic elements  
of the car’s interior or exterior.

Bring design automation to your factory floor by taking 
advantage of nTop Platform’s unbreakable geometric 
operations and automated workflows. Generate, in 
seconds, jigs and fixtures that support manufacturing  
and assembly operations. Or design advanced castings 
with complex and conformal cooling channels that can  
be optimized for additive manufacturing.

Multifunctional 
optimization

Architected materials  
& 3D printed foams

Custom patterns  
& surface textures

Custom jigs, fixtures  
& tooling

Automotive design calls for multifunctional optimization. From chassis 
lightweighting, car safety, thermal management of batteries, and manufacturing 
operations, to industrial design, ergonomics, and environmental sustainability. 
These are only a few areas that can directly benefit from clever uses of 
generative design.

How Automotive companies use nTop Platform:

Automotive
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Yamaichi Special Steel used a generative process to 
redesign this brake caliper to meet multiple engineering 
requirements that are often neglected, such as fatigue 
strength, heat management, and impact resistance 
from gravel. To achieve this they utilized topology 
optimization reducing its weight by 40% but also rapidly 
generated and evaluated multiple advanced lattice 
geometries to identify the optimal solution.

Learn more >

The properties of a flexible 3D printed lattice structure 
can be tuned to produce foam-like characteristics. 
Every aspect of these 3D printed foams can be precisely 
architected resulting in superior results to traditional EVA, 
EPS, and PU foams in terms of performance, protection, 
comfort, and overall customization. nTop Platform gives 
engineers absolute control over all aspects of these 
advanced lattice structures.

Learn more >

Custom jigs and fixtures are widely used on the factory 
floor. Such fixtures can be designed using either traditional 
CAD tools — a time sink when design changes — or 
generated automatically. nTop Platform accelerates, 
simplifies, and automates the design of conformal fixtures 
that need to be changed or redesigned often using 
reusable workflows.

Learn more >

Application: Brake Caliper

Application: Head restraint

Application: Jigs & fixtures 

Automotive Applications: Industry Use Cases
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With nTop Platform, you can generate and modify a unique 
range of lattice structures and interfaces that are optimized 
for osseointegration. Our reusable workflows enable you  
to reapply the same structure across an entire product 
family and reduce the risk of error.

Import patient-specific data in any open engineering file 
format to design customizable devices using nTop Platform’s 
unbreakable geometry and field-driven design. You can 
even automate your design processes by developing robust 
workflows that accommodate large design variations.

Create conformal bone plates and lightweight 
instrumentation that support medical procedures with  
nTop Platform’s advanced geometry and generative 
capabilities. Export traceability reports that ensure that 
design procedures are always followed.

Using nTop Platform’s field-driven design and advanced 
geometry, you can create prosthetics with a targeted 
center of mass and reduced inertia as well as improve 
their aesthetics by applying custom lattices or specialized 
textures.

Implantable orthopedics

Patient-specific  
medical devices

Bone plates  
& instrumentation

Lightweight & optimized 
prosthetics

In the medical industry, creating workflows that leverage advanced 
geometry, automate the design of patient-specific devices, and improve 
traceability for regulatory compliance are the three main challenges that 
generative design with nTop Platform can help you tackle.

How Medical companies use nTop Platform:

Medical
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The engineers of the Irish Manufacturing Research (IMR) used 
the advanced geometry control of nTop Platform to create 
lattice structures that mimic the mechanical properties of 
bone. Once they confirmed experimentally which structure  
has superior performance and manufacturability, they could 
apply it to their whole product line, using nTop Platform’s 
reusable workflows. 

Learn more >

Custom medical implants can take a very long time to design  
and can be an operational bottleneck when trying to determine 
what the best approach is to treat the patient in any situation. 
With nTop Platform, medical engineers can use imported patient-
specific data and user-defined features inputs, like the position  
of the screws, to directly and automatically generate bone plates 
and other medical implants. Plus, the entire design process can 
be completely transparent and traceable by incorporating 
automatic report generation in their nTop workflows.

Learn more >

There are many ways to create a better prosthetic.  
nTop Platform and its reusable workflows can optimize  
its functional elements. For example, its socket can be 
customized by using patient-specific data, its structure can  
be lightened by using a lattice and its traction can be improved 
by applying a pattern to the sole. nTop Platform can also be 
used to personalize and improve the aesthetics of a prosthetic, 
which can have a big impact on the social life of its wearer.

Learn more >

Application: Medical product line

Application: Bone plates

Application: Prosthetics 

Medical Applications: Industry Use Cases
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From sports helmets to bike saddles and shoe midsoles, 
3D printed foam replacements can improve and tailor the 
behavior of traditional structures. Field-driven design with 
nTop Platform gives you a unique element of control over 
the geometry of these advanced structures.

Using the power of Field-Driven Design and nTop Platform’s 
repeatable workflows, you can create a library of different 
textures — from grip textures to traction patterns — and 
apply them to your whole product line to create a distinct 
brand identity.

By creating myriad variations of an element of your design 
in a few minutes using nTop Platform’s advanced geometry 
control and repeatable workflows, you can test new design 
ideas faster which can lead to products with improved 
aesthetics or ergonomics.

With nTop Platform, you can create workflows that take 
mass customization to the next level, not only by adding 
individualized text or a logo to each design but also by 
using user data or other inputs to completely control every 
aspect of the geometry.

Architected materials  
for impact absorption

Specialized  
surface textures

Rapid design exploration

Mass design customization

For innovative companies in the consumer goods or sports industry, 
generative design with nTop Platform is a tool that enables them to 
implement new technologies in their product development.

How Consumer companies use nTop Platform:

Consumer Products
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The engineers of Impressio effectively used nTop Platform’s 
generative capabilities to bring to life helmet liners that take 
full advantage of cutting-edge additive manufacturing and 
novel materials. They developed a repeatable and reusable 
workflow that allows them to go quickly from 3D scanning, to 
lattice design, and then the 3D printing of high-performance 
shock-absorbing structures.

Learn more >

With nTop Platform’s Field-Driven Design, you can use 
biometric measurements or other experimental data 
captured in the lab to directly drive and control advanced 
geometry. For example, the pressure map of a foot can 
directly control the density of the lattice density of a 
midsole. This enables the design of products with superior 
performance and unlocks mass design customization 
using nTop Platform’s reusable workflows.

Learn more >

Using nTop Platform, textures and perforation patterns 
can be applied to any surface the same way lattices 
can be applied to any volume. Different textures can be 
seamlessly blended to create dynamic and unique effects. 
It is also possible to design custom surface texture “units” 
and array them on the surface of any CAD body to improve 
the function and aesthetics of your designs. This way you 
can create a library of custom and reusable workflows and 
quickly explore multiple design variations.

Learn more >

Application: Sports helmet

Application: Shoe sole

Application: Phone case

Consumer Products: Industry Use Cases
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Learn how nTop Platform’s unbreakable geometry, reusable 
workflows, and field-driven design can help you and your business 
innovate faster, with a free consultation with our application experts.
Get a demo and see in action how the generative design tools  
of nTop Platform can address your specific advanced engineering 
design needs.

See in Action  
our Approach to 
Generative Design

Get a demo

ntopology.com/request-a-demo
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nTop Platform Generative Design Workflows Other Generative Design Software

Level of control • • • • •
Total. You control every aspect of the process.

• • • • • 
Limited. There is no access inside the “black box”.

Confidence in the results • • • • •
Workflows capture application-specific knowledge and 
produce pre-validated solutions.

• • • • •
Takes time to develop. Topology optimization results always 
require detailed validation.

Setting up an Initial model • • • • •
Authoring a workflow requires some effort and expertise.

• • • • •
Fairly easy. You are just executing a prepackaged function.

Reusing a model • • • • •
Instant. Workflows can be re-executed in seconds when 
new inputs are provided.

• • • • •
Time-consuming. You have to set up the models from scratch.

Range of potential 

applications
• • • • •
Unlimited. Our process applies to any multiphysics and 
multifunctional optimization problem.

• • • • •
Limited. Without customization by the vendor, commercial 
packages typically only handle structural or thermomechanical 
problems.

Range of available design 

constraints
• • • • •
Wide. Any user-defined design requirement that can be 
expressed mathematically.

• • • • •
Limited. Mostly technical design requirements that are 
predefined by the software vendor.

Geometry reconstruction  

& smoothing
• • • • •
Fully automated. The geometry can be smoothened and 
exported using a few blocks.

• • • • •
Semi-automated. Automated geometry reconstruction tools are 
available but often manual remodeling is required.

Local or cloud computing • • • • •
nTop optimization workflows always run locally or on a local 
server.

• • • • •
Depends on the vendor. Some capabilities are available locally. 
Generative design functions are typically cloud-based only.

Pricing • • • • •
All capabilities included in the annual subscription. No 
hidden costs.

• • • • •
Often require both a subscription and pay-per-use tokens every 
time a generative function is used

Data integration • • • • •
nTop Platform fully integrates with all CAD, CAM, CAE, and 
PLM systems. Importing and exporting practically all open 
engineering file formats is supported.

• • • • •
Typically limited to a range of CAD formats supported by the 
vendor.

Preservation of your 

Intellectual Property
• • • • •
You own every aspect of the process. Your workflow 
captures all-important IP.

• • • • •
Limited. You only have access to the optimization results.

nTopology Vs. Other Generative Design Software



About nTopology

nTopology was founded in 2015 to enable engineers and 
designers to generate any geometry, no matter how complex,  
to meet the engineering demands that high-performance 
products require. Our award-winning software, nTop Platform,  
is used from research through production to create breakthrough 
processes and products for the aerospace, automotive, medical, 
and consumer industries. These customers depend on our 
generative design capabilities to take advantage of new hardware 
and optimize parts where performance is critical and traditional  
CAD tools fail to perform.

ntopology.com

From concept to manufacturing, nTop Platform 
gives you advanced tools to streamline every step 
of your engineering design process.


